






, J{ow does CFroCRszOnnne.com maRg money? 

One of the most powerful innovations we developed was an entirely new resume system. It provides 
everything a job seeker wants and needs to effectively stand out and create a memorable, personal brand . 
Most importantly, while incorporating numerous patent-pending features and state-of-the-art options, it 
carries one aspect which defies explanation and must be mentioned. For job seekers, It's FREE! 

So how does it make money? 

If you look at the example template 
here, you will see one thing which is 
unusual. At the bottom of the 
resume web page is some text, 
sandwiched between two separate 
graphics. This is the key. 

We have taken this entire resume 
employment system and developed 
it around a unique, comprehensive 
marketing module. Now, for the first 
time, the employment process can 
generate phenomenal sales and 
marketing results for participating 
companies, colleges & universities 
and workforces everywhere. 
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The revenue process is straightforward. In exchange for a monthly fee, (becoming a participating sponsor) 
the company graphics and their associated links are placed into the web page rotation . Now, every time a 
resume web page is opened, the participants will be part of the linked rotation (via graphics and text) and 
those links are connected to our powerful marketing module. That means participants have the opportunity 
to advertise directly to a very targeted audience with visitors able to visit websites, landing pages, product 
pages, etc., wherever the participant wishes. That translates to substantial company brand exposure and 
enhanced targeted sales. As that unfolds, market share is increased as the competition loses ground, and 
the public image is enhanced as participants are seen as benefactors, supporting the initiative of helping to 
put job seekers to work. 

Additionally, participating 'sponsors' can buy as many entries as they wish such that their rotation frequency 
becomes exponentially increased. Whether it's participating corporations (left side graphics) or universities 
(right side graphics), our system turns 'paid sponsorship' into a tremendous growth & revenue. 

But it doesn't stop there. One of the biggest problems articulated is the use of applicant tracking systems 
(ATS). These are the bain of all job seekers and often, even the companies which use them. They are 
expensive and typically don't work well because of all the resume variations. As part of our program, we 
'give' our own ATS to any participating company to use, free of charge. Since our ProRezOnline resumes 
and our ATS all come from the same code, it's all 100% compatible. As such, this saves them money while 
substantially improving their results. The more that happens, the more companies will want to participate. 
Increased participation means more of our resumes are used which then means more exposure for 

nts - and on it . The entire s builds u n itself a win-win for all con"O,-nOlrf 
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Businesses ultimately have one main focus in mind; to improve their bottom line. Whether that means 
gaining an edge through strategic advertising, improving brand recognition or filling a job vacancy quickly 
with the right person, it's the results which determine success. It is their principle directive and 
ProRezOnline.com helps achieve it. 

Some of the all-inclusive benefits to becoming a participating Sponsor are: 

• Integrated Marketing Program complete with customizable advertising modules 
• Corporate Sponsorship graphics & links on every online resume viewed 
• ProRezOnline Home page advertising 
• Free ads on all promotional media (webinars, newsletter, chat forum) 
• May conduct virtual webinars at will 
• Resume Graphic and text links can go to web page, landing page, product page, etc., 

wherever the participant wishes and that can be changed at any time 
• Multiple sponsorship registrations available (increases exposure frequency exponentially) 
• Converts the hiring process into a powerful revenue generator and growth catalyst 
• Promotes ALL participants every time it is used and or accessed (by other participants) 

• Substantial Brand Recognition 
• Recieve our Proprietary (ProRezOnline) Applicant Tracking System (In development) 

• Reduces overhead since it is distributed freely (no purchase or lease needed) 
• Works seamlessly with ProRezOnline resumes (both designed from the same source code) 
• Frees up personnel for other duties 
• Attracts more applicants because of its ease of use 
• Turns the hiring process into a desirable, efficient aid 

• Improved Advertising ROI - since ads are easily tailored to a very specific demographic 

• Positive Community Engagement - by supporting employment & working with local schools 

• Brands the Business as a Community Leader - because of a strong educational association 

• Member Database Availability - sponsors can search, assess & save participating job candidates 

• Resume Books - allows employers to select and store candidates of interest 

• Job Board - available to post internal or external opportunities (at no additional cost) 

• Discount Coupon Database - sponsoring employers can provide highly targeted ads which are 
then made available (via discount coupons) for access by job seekers on a 24fl basis 

• Web Site Experience Enhanced - increases web traffic significantly 
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Imagine a small number of job seekers looking to enter the workforce in any given state and electing to use 
our program (because it's free). For our example here, let's say 100,000 users, and they send out 1 
resume a week for each of the 12 different, job specific resume modules available. They do this for 2 
months and each resume page gets looked at 6 times. (It's important to reiterate that with our program, 
each user account gets not just one online resume - but 12, each completely independent and editable with 
its own U RL As such, each of the 12 resumes can be tailored to the specific job being sought.) 

Numbers talk - Using the example above, that means 100,000 (new accounts) x 1 (resume submissions 
x 12 (for each of the 12 resume modules) x 8 (weeks) x 6 (views each): 

100,000 x 1 x 12 x 8 x 6 = 57,600,000 VIEWS (to be sure it's not overlooked, that's 57+ MILLION!) 

57,600,000 VIEWS in just 2 months - not counting all the times when the page (or company ads) are 
forwarded on to another and these numbers are CONSERVATIVE. Almost 60 Million views and that's just 
a small amount of users and only over 2 months. Talk about BRAND AWARENESS! And for participating 
companies and schools, that translates into increased market share, improved sales, improved ROI, 
reduced overhead, increased efficiencies, and improved public image. 

How much would a company pay for exposure like that? How much would a college or university pay to 
lease a program like that? 

Now, instead of just 100,000 job seekers, imagine the national market of millions ... It's incredible. But 
why stop there? Consider if you would, the worldwide market rather that just nationally, and not for only 
for 2 months - but rather all year long. The potential is truly mind-numbing/ 
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